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Edinburgh is one of Europeâ€™s finest capital cities. Edinburgh is the perfect interfusion of the historic
and contemporary places. The stylish and unique architecture and sophisticated atmosphere has
made this city popular all over the world. There are so many lush green gardens and parks which
enhance the beauty of this city. These parks provide relaxing environment to the people. One of the
most important reasons of Edinburghâ€™s popularity is the traditional festival of this city.

Scottish Parliament also exists in this city which represents Scotland in the UK.  Edinburgh is an
attractive city for the tourists. There are many art galleries and historic museums in Edinburgh.
Besides this shopping spots, restaurants, cafes, bistros and high quality boutiques are the main
reasons for the lively nightlife of this city. The glorious Edinburgh Castle is the symbol of beauty and
fame. The historic New Town and the Old Town have a beauty of their own.

Festival Accommodation:

There are so many luxury and stylish apartments which are especially reserved during festival
season in Edinburgh. These flats, apartments and rooms are the best option for tourists during the
festival. Flats, rooms and apartments are located on very ideal location because these are close to
all the venues, theatres and visitor attractions with transport facilities at their doorstep.

Annandale Street carries a stylish and contemporary apartment. This is on the boundary of
Edinburghâ€™s New Town and close to the city centre. This apartment consists of a single bedroom
with a bathroom, high speed internet access, private parking, lounge, well fitted kitchen and quality
furniture.

Thistle Street is one of the most stylish streets of Edinburgh in which Georgian flat is located .This is
an ideal spot to enjoy a dream vacation. The place has single bedroom, well equipped kitchen,
stylish bathroom, metered parking and internet access.

Long Term Letting:

A perfect apartment is in the Gayfield Square with clever architecture, large windows, spacious and
bright rooms. This apartment has two bedrooms, two bathrooms, internet access and metered
parking. All the spots of touristâ€™s attraction are on walking distance from this apartment.

The property for long term letting is available on Queen Street. This is a bright and well-ventilated
flat on the second floor. There are two bedrooms, single bathroom, well equipped kitchen internet
access and metered parking. The beautiful views over the Queen Street Gardens can be viewed
from this spot. This is an ideal location to see the beautiful sights of the city. A bright and airy
apartment of Young Street is a sophisticated and classy accommodation. The property has original
fireplace, spacious and airy bedroom, well fitted kitchen, dining area, free internet access, single
bathroom and metered parking. The apartment is on the ground floor. Many restaurants and bars
are on walking distance.
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Graham Lamont - About Author:
Graham Lamont is a marketing officer for Greenlet, property lettings website in Edinburgh. If you
want more information on a edinburgh accommodation, please visit a edinburgh flats to rent.
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